
12.7.2021: Meeting Agenda

I. Welcome & Introductions: 4:00-4:05 attending: Robyn Wiens, Beth Deutsch, Kim Sherony,
Rachel Nicholson, Toni Siering, Jenny Schwartz, Dr. David Morris, Rabbi Noah Arnow, Chris
Wins, Ali Lenger, Heather Craig, Cindy Pharis.

A. Objectives:
1. Create a shared understanding of the coalition’s accomplishments in year 2

of our grant.
2. Brainstorm ideas on how to expand diversity within the coalition.
3. Share progress from workgroups to increase coalition’s collective

understanding of current work.

II. Approve meeting minutes: 4:05-4:06

III. New Business/Social Media Update 4:06-4:10 Robyn: next week at CHS, T’shon, Toby
Smith & Kim Sherony & Robyn Wiens are planning a week of spirited Destress Activities before
Finals: touch therapy, recess activities, duo dogs. Jenny Schwartz, Clayton Police Dept: Citizens
Academy starting at in person CPD on Tues. nights exact dates to come open to any 18+ people
that live or work in Clayton.

Ali: Social Media update: Instagram, FB  twitter: planning for next year: posts about community in
FB was biggest reach. Do we have a terms of use official hard copy?” J. Schwartz Ali: “we can
work on that w/ Chris Tennil.” Rachel G. asked if someone posts negative comments, can we take
it down?” Yes, it goes to Kim then Chris. T.Siering said Ctr. of Clayton is hiring a new marketing
mgr and Toni will have them connect w/ Ali to promote All In Social Media. Ali’s email:
alexandralenger@claytonschools.net

IV. Youth Update: 4:10-4:15 Nick Sheppard, soph CHS: much larger youth group this year.
Prevent Ed came to HS youth mtg for training: alcohol, cann and vaping; looked at risk factors and
how to combat them. Ideas of what to do: adds in Globe Mag; sticker shock campaign: they
divided into 2 groups and are working on these things. Beth asked if there was any way that the
Coalition could support their work ex: donating food for their meetings and Nick said nothing at the
moment, but he’d keep us informed. Kim reminded that w/ masks there was not eating at their
meetings.

V. Annual Report-Cindy Pharis: 4:15-4:30 We want to finish logic model before we get the
student MO survey data. Focus on Environmental Changes: ex: SDC is including All In in their
strategic planning. Ex: Change Access or Barriers: we did a sticker shock campaign.
Recommendations: Document Committee Activity in Community Action, so we can get to policy



change.

VI. Discussion on Diversity 4:30-4:45 How do we want to expand the diversity of our
membership? Rabbi Noah: What community are we trying to reflect? All of Clayton or SDC? What
voices are we lacking? how does our organization reflect the demographics of the community?
Ali: SDC is hosting a diversity fair; Rachel: agree’s that we need to look at inside SDC & outside.
Inviting other groups, like BSU. Rachel : may want to look at other locations/ venues for Coalition
events; Kim: helpful to have someone in recovery to have grounding perspective. Other voices
that would be helpful: BHR Jenny Schwartz recommended for someone in recovery. Chris Win:
what about mental health expertise: Dr. Steven Bruce. Whose voice do we need at the table?

VII. Work Group Status Updates:4:45-4:55 Kim will send an email on VII & VIII bc we ran out of
time.

VIII. Budget Update 4:55-5:00

Next Meeting: January 11, 4:00-5:00 virtual
#2 Mark Twain Circle

We meet the 1st Tues. of the month
The mission of the All In Clayton Coalition is to keep Clayton youth safe from the effects of substance misuse.
Our vision is to be a community that prioritizes substance use prevention as a vital part of developing healthy,
thriving young people. Our key objectives •Prevent substance use among Clayton youth. •Reduce the prevalence of

substance use disorders in Clayton. •Educate the Clayton community on key issues related to alcohol and drugs.
•Advocate for policies and practices that prevent substance use among Clayton youth.

Meeting Norms: 1. Assume goodwill 2.Come ready to engage to the fullest of your ability
3.Challenge ideas not people 4.Start & end on time 5.Everyone’s opinion matters & should be
heard 6.Give others opportunities to speak 7.Utilize & share resources 8.Look for opportunities
to collaborate


